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Let A be a ring, and let B be a finite A-algebra. If B is of the form
w x  .A X , . . . , X r f , . . . , f then we say that B is a complete intersection over A.1 n 1 n
We show that such an algebra is projective as an A-module and Gorenstein as an
A-algebra. Under the condition that A is noetherian we show that the finite
ww xx  .A-algebras of the form A X , . . . , X r g , . . . , g are exactly those complete1 m 1 m
 .’intersections B over A for which one has B s A ? 1 q cr A ? B . Here cr A .
denotes the largest ideal of A with respect to which A is complete. This ideal,
which we call the completeness radical of A, satisfies the usual radical axioms.
Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A finite algebra is a complete intersection if it can be given with the
same number of generators and relations. To make this definition precise,
one can use polynomial rings or power series rings. The main result of this
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paper identifies, over a noetherian base ring, the latter type of complete
  ..intersection as a subclass of the former see Theorem 1.3 .
Finite complete intersection algebras play a key role in Wiles's recent
w xproof of Fermat's Last Theorem 10, Appendix . Wiles works in the power
series setting, and his base ring is a complete discrete valuation ring. Two
basic results in this context are that a finite complete intersection is
projective as a module over the base ring, and that it has the Gorenstein
 w x.property cf. 7, Lemma 1 . We prove, more generally, that the same
results are valid in the polynomial setting, over an arbitrary base ring; see
 .Proposition 1.1 .
All rings and algebras in this article are assumed to be commutative with
identity element. Let A be a ring, and let B be an A-algebra. Assume that
B is a finite A-algebra, i.e., that B is finitely generated as an A-module.
We say that B is a complete intersection over A if there exist a non-nega-
w xtive integer n and f , . . . , f g A X , . . . , X such that B is isomorphic to1 n 1 n
w x  .A X , . . . , X r f , . . . , f as an A-algebra.1 n 1 n
²  .For any A-module M let M s Hom M, A be its A-linear dual.A
²  . .  .There is a B-module structure on B given by bw x s w bx for b,
x g B and w g B². Now suppose that B is projective as an A-module.
²  .Then we have a natural isomorphism B m B ª End B sending b m wÄA A
 .to the endomorphism x ¬ bw x of B, and we define the trace map
²  . ²Tr g B to be the composite map B ª End B ( B m B ª A;Br A A A
here the first map sends b g B to the endomorphism x ¬ bx and the last
 .map is given by b m w ¬ w b .
 .1.1 PROPOSITION. Let A be a ring, let n be a non-negati¨ e integer, and
w x w x  .let f , . . . , f g A X , . . . , X . Assume that B s A X , . . . , X r f , . . . , f1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n
is a finite A-algebra. Then
 .1 B is projecti¨ e as an A-module;
 . ²2 B is free of rank 1 as a B-module;
 . ²3 there is a generator l of B as a B-module such that Tr sBr A
 .det ­ f r­ X ? l.i j i j
 .  .  .In Section 2 below we prove 1 , and we indicate how 2 and 3 follow
with an argument of Tate. Our main tool is the Koszul complex, which is
 . ²defined in Section 2. A finite algebra satisfying 1 is Gorenstein if B is
w x  .projective of rank 1 as a B-module 6, E.16 , so 2 implies that B is
Gorenstein over A.
By a power series complete intersection over A we mean a finite A-algebra
ww xx  .of the form A X , . . . , X r g , . . . , g . We claim that under the condi-1 m 1 m
 .tion that A is noetherian, 1.1 remains true when we replace the polyno-
mial ring with a power series ring. To prove this, one can go through the
 .proof of 1.1 and adjust the arguments to power series rings; this is done
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w xin 4 . Here we adopt a different approach. For noetherian A we will show,
ww xx  .in Section 4, that a finite A-algebra B s A X , . . . , X r g , . . . , g is1 m 1 m
 .  .in fact a complete intersection over A, so that 1.1 applies. Thus, 1 and
 .  .2 of 1.1 hold for B, and a short argument, also given in Section 4, shows
 .that statement 3 with f , . . . , f replaced by g , . . . , g is also true.1 n 1 m
In order to identify which complete intersections over a noetherian ring
A are power series complete intersections, one is led to consider the
 .completeness radical cr A of A, which is defined as the largest A-ideal
with respect to which A is complete. We will show in Section 3 that this
  ..  .ideal is well defined Theorem 3.1 . It is easy to see that cr A contains
 . ’the nilradical nil A s 0 of A and that it is contained in the Jacobson .
radical. Furthermore, it has the following properties, which are standard
w xrequirements in theories of radicals 5 .
 .1.2 PROPOSITION. If A is a noetherian ring and a is an A-ideal, then we
ha¨e
 .  . ’1 cr A s cr A ; .
 .  .  .  .2 a ; cr A « cr Ara s cr A ra;
 .  .  .3 cr Ara s 0 « cr A ; a.
 . This result is proved in Section 3. Note that 2 implies that cr Ar
 ..cr A s 0.
Our main result, which we now formulate, identifies the class of power
series complete intersections over a noetherian ring A as a certain
subclass of the class of complete intersections over A. For any ring R we
 .let R s Rrnil R .red
 .1.3 THEOREM. Let A be a noetherian ring and let B be a finite A-algebra.
Then B is a power series complete intersection o¨er A if and only if these two
conditions hold:
 .1 B is a complete intersection o¨er A;
 .   . .2 the structure homomorphism A ª Brcr A B is surjecti¨ e.red
The proof of this theorem is given in Section 4.
 .  . .If 1 holds, with A connected and B / 0, then it follows from 1.1 1
 . .  .  .and 1.2 1 that the map in 2 has kernel cr A . For example, take
 .A s Z, so that cr A s 0. Then we conclude that a non-zero power series
complete intersection B over Z is the same as a complete intersection
satisfying B s Z. As an example of a different nature, consider the casered
 .where A is a complete noetherian local ring. Then cr A is the maximal
 .ideal of A, and 2 is equivalent to the condition that B, if non-zero, is
local with the same residue field as A.
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2. RING-THEORETIC PROPERTIES OF
COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS
 .In this section we prove 1.1 . We first recall the definition of the Koszul
complex.
Let R be a ring, and let M be an R-module. Let V s Rn for a positive
 .integer n, and let f s f , f , . . . , f g V. We define the Koszul complex1 2 n
d d d
K f , M : 0 ª K f , M ª ??? ª K f , M ª K f , M ª 0 .  .  .  .n 1 0
 .  k .  .as follows: we take K f , M s Hom H V, M and for w g K f , Mk R R k
 .  . .  .we define dw g K f , M by dw x s w f n x . The kth homologyky1
 .group of this complex is denoted by H f , M . Let I be the R-idealk
 .generated by the f . Then we have a canonical isomorphism H f , M (i 0
MrIM.
 .We will use in the sequel that each H f , M is annihilated by I. To seek
 .this, let w g K f , M satisfy dw s 0. For each generator f of I we needk i
 .to produce an element c g K f , M with dc s f w. Write V s Re [kq1 i i
V 9, where e is the ith standard basis vector of V over R, and where V 9 isi
spanned by the other standard basis vectors. We can write any x g H kq1V
as x s e n x9 q x0 for unique x9 g H k V 9 and x0 g H kq1V 9. Now de-i
 .  .fine c by c x s w x9 . One deduces from dw s 0 that dc s f w.i
We need one lemma about Koszul complexes, which can also be found
w xin 3, Theorem 1.6.16 . We say that a sequence p , p , . . . , p in R is1 2 n
weakly M-regular if for all i with 1 F i F n multiplication by p on thei
 .R-module Mr p , . . . , p M is an injection.1 iy1
 .2.1 LEMMA. Let f , . . . , f be a sequence in a ring R, and let M be an1 n
 .R-module. If the R-ideal I s f , . . . , f contains a weakly M-regular se-1 n
 .quence of length n, then K f , M is exact in positi¨ e dimension, i.e.,
 .H f , M s 0 for i ) 0.i
Proof. Suppose p , . . . , p is a weakly M-regular sequence in I. We1 n
  . .prove for j with 0 F j F n and all i ) j that H f , Mr p , . . . , p M s 0.i 1 j
For j s n this is trivial, and for j s 0 this is our lemma. We proceed by
induction, decreasing j by 1 in each step.
 .Put M9 s Mr p , . . . , p M. By our regularity assumption we have a1 jy1
short exact sequence of R-modules
pj
0 ª M9 ª M9 ª M9rp M9 ª 0.j
 k .For each k we apply the functor Hom H V, ] , which is exact becauseR
H k V is a free R-module. Thus we get a short exact sequence of com-
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plexes
pj
0 ª K f , M9 ª K f , M9 ª K f , M9rp M9 ª 0. .  .  .j
 .Since the homology groups of K f , M9 are annihilated by I and in
particular by p , the long exact sequence of homology groups gives us shortj
exact sequences
0 ª H f , M9 ª H f , M9rp M9 ª H f , M9 ª 0 .  . .i i j iy1
for i ) 0. The induction hypothesis implies that the middle group is zero
 .for i ) j, and we deduce that H f , M9 s 0 for i ) j y 1. This completesi
the induction step and proves the lemma.
 .  .We now prove part 1 of 1.1 . Denote the polynomial ring
w xA X , . . . , X by R. Note that B is integral over A, so that the image a1 n i
 . w xof X in B satisfies a relation p a s 0 with p g A X monic. Thei i i i i
 .sequence p , . . . , p lies in f , . . . , f and it is weakly R-regular; i.e., we1 n 1 n
have short exact sequences
pi
0 ª Rr p , . . . , p ª Rr p , . . . , p ª Rr p , . . . , p ª 0 .  .  .1 iy1 1 iy1 1 i
for i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Note that the modules in this sequence are free but not
.necessarily finite over A. Hence exactness is preserved when we tensor
over A with any A-module M, and we deduce that p , . . . , p is weakly1 n
 .  .  .R m M -regular. By 2.1 this implies that H f , R m M s 0 if i ) 0.A i A
Let us now show that B is flat as an A-module by proving that the
functor B m ] is exact. Suppose we have a short exact sequence ofA
A-modules
0 ª M9 ª M ª M0 ª 0.
Since R is free over A, tensoring with R over A preserves exactness.
 k .Subsequent application of the exact functors Hom H V, ] then gives aR
short exact sequence of complexes
0 ª K f , R m M9 ª K f , R m M ª K f , R m M0 ª 0. .  .  .A A A
 .Since H f , N s NrIN s B m N for any R-module N, the long exact0 R
sequence of homology groups gives an exact sequence
H f , R m M0 ª B m M9 ª B m M ª B m M0 ª 0. .1 A A A A
We already saw that the H vanishes, so indeed the functor B m ] is1 A
exact, and B is flat over A. Alternatively, one can deduce this from the
 . i  .fact that K f , R is an A-flat resolution of B, so that Tor B, M sA
 . .H f , R m M s 0 for i ) 0.i A
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w xSince finitely presented flat modules are projective 8, Sect. 7 , it
remains to show that B is finitely presented as an A-module. To see this
consider the surjection of the finitely generated free A-module R s0
 .Rr p , . . . , p to B. Its kernel W is finitely generated over R , and1 n 0
since R is finite over A this implies that W is finitely generated as0
 .an A-module. Thus B is finitely presented over A. This proves part 1
 .of 1.1 .
 .  .  .Next, we quote a theorem of Tate, which, given 1 in 1.1 , will show 2
 .and 3 .
 .  .2.2 THEOREM Tate . Let A be a ring, let R be an A-algebra, and let
 .I s f , . . . , f be an R-ideal. Suppose that the quotient ring B s RrI is1 n
finitely generated and projecti¨ e as an A-module. Suppose further that the ker-
nel of the composite ring homomorphism c : S s B m R ª B m B ª BA A
 .is as an S-ideal generated by n elements g , . . . , g , and that H f , R s1 n i
 .H g, S s 0 for all i ) 0. Write 1 m f s  b g with b g S and leti i j i j j i j
 . ²  .   . .d s det b g S. Define the map t: B ª B by t w s w9 d mod I ,i j
where w9: S ª R is the R-linear map w m 1. Then t is a B-linear isomorphism
 .  .and t Tr s c d .Br A
 . w xFor the proof of 2.2 we refer to 9, Appendix A . It is assumed there
 .that B is free over A. One reduces to this case by noting that 2.2 can be
w  .xverified locally on A. The regularity assumption in 9, A.3 is only used to
 .show that the Koszul complexes satisfy the hypothesis of 2.2 .
 .Using the fact that H g, S s 0, one can show that the isomorphism t1
 .in 2.2 does not depend on the choice of the b , for given f and g .i j i j
 .  .  .  . w xTo show 2 and 3 of 1.1 , we apply 2.2 with R s A X , . . . , X and1 n
g s 1 m X y a m 1 g S s B m R, where a is the image of X in B.i i i A i i
 .  .  .We already saw in the proof of part 1 of 1.1 that H f , R s 0 for i ) 0.i
 .We have Ker c s g , . . . , g and since the sequence g , . . . , g is weakly1 n 1 n
 .S-regular, we also have H g, S s 0 for i ) 0. Thus, the conditions ofi
 .  .  .2.2 are met, and 2 follows. To see that 3 holds one checks that
 .  .c b s ­ f r­ X mod I .i j i j
Note that the argument above provides us with an explicit B-module
isomorphism B² ª B, but that the isomorphism depends on the chosen
presentation of B as an A-algebra with generators a and relations f .i i
3. THE COMPLETENESS RADICAL
 .In this section we show that the completeness radical cr A is well
 .defined, we prove 1.2 , and we determine the behavior of the complete-
ness radical under finite flat extensions.
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Throughout this section, A is a noetherian ring, M is a finitely generated
ÃA-module, and a and b are A-ideals. The a-adic completion M of M is
Ã ndefined to be the projective limit M s lim Mra M.
¤ÃThere is a canonical map M ª M, and M is said to be a-complete if
this map is an isomorphism. Since M is finitely generated and A is
Ã Ã noetherian, the completion M is canonically isomorphic to M m A seeA
w x.1, 10.13 . Completion of finitely generated A-modules preserves exact-
w xness 1, 10.12 .
 .3.1 THEOREM. Let A be a noetherian ring, and let M be a finitely
generated A-module. Then there is a unique A-ideal c with the following
property: if a is an A-ideal, then M is a-complete if and only if a is contained
in c.
 .  .In the case M s A we write cr A for the ideal c from Theorem 3.1 ,
 .and we call it the completeness radical of A. We begin the proof of 3.1
with a few lemmas.
 .3.2 LEMMA. Suppose 0 ª M9 ª M ª M0 ª 0 is an exact sequence
of A-modules. Then M is a-complete if and only if both M9 and M0 are
a-complete.
Proof. Since A is noetherian and M is finitely generated, M9 and M0
are also finitely generated. We have a commutative diagram with exact
rows:
6 6 6 6
0 M9 M M0 0
6 6 6
f 9 f f 0
6 6 6 6Ã Ã Ã0 M9 M M0 0.
By the snake lemma, f is an isomorphism if f 9 and f 0 are isomorphisms.
Conversely, suppose that f is an isomorphism. Then Ker f 9 and Coker f 0
are zero, and Ker f 0 ( Coker f 9. Every element y of Ker f 0 is annihilated
 w x.by some element 1 q x with x g a see 1, 10.17 , and since Ker f 0 is
finitely generated one can choose x independently of y. But 1 q x acts as
Ã Ãw  .xa unit on every A-module 1, 10.15 iv , and in particular on M9, so 1 q x
acts surjectively on Coker f 9. This shows that Ker f 0 s Coker f 9 s 0.
 .3.3 LEMMA. The A-module M is a-complete if and only if there exists an
ÃA-module structure on M that is compatible with its A-module structure.
Ã Ã ÃProof. Note that M is a module over A and that the map M ª M is
A-linear. This shows ``only if.'' For the ``if'' part, suppose that M has a
Ã Ã w xcompatible A-module structure. Since A is noetherian 1, 10.27 , there is
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an exact sequence
Ãn0 ª K ª A ª M ª 0
Ã Ã Ã of finitely generated A-modules. But A is complete at a A see the proof
Ã Ãw x.  .of 1, 10.15 , so by 3.2 , now applied to A-modules, M is a A-complete,
which is the same as being a-complete.
 .3.4 LEMMA. If M is a-complete, and Mra M is b-complete, then M is
b-complete.
Proof. We first show by induction that Mra nM is b-complete for all
n G 0. For n s 0 this is trivial. To make the induction step suppose that
n G 1 and consider the exact sequence of A-modules
0 ª a ny1Mra nM ª Mra nM ª Mra ny1M ª 0.
If a ny1 is generated as an A-ideal by a , . . . , a , then there is a surjection1 k
 .k ny1 n  .k  .Mra M ª a Mra M sending m to  a m . With 3.2 one seesi is1 i i i
ny1 n  .that a Mra M is b-complete, and by applying 3.2 to the sequence
above we can make the induction step.
 . nBy 3.3 we know that Mra M has a compatible module structure over
the b-completion of A. Then the projective limit of Mra nM has such a
structure too. But this projective limit is M so M is b-complete.
wThe special case M s A of the following lemma can be found in 8, Sect.
x w8, Exercises 1, 2 ; the ``if'' part can be deduced from 1, Chapter 10,
xExercise 5 .
 .  .3.5 LEMMA. The A-module M is a q b -complete if and only if it is
both a-complete and b-complete.
 .Proof. Suppose that M is a-complete and b-complete. Then 3.2
 .implies that Mra M is also b-complete, and therefore a q b -complete.
 .  .By 3.4 we then see that M is a q b -complete.
Ä Ã .Conversely, let A be the a q b -completion of A and let A be the
Ã Äa-completion of A. We have canonical maps A ª A ª A, so a compatible
Ä ÃA-module structure induces a compatible A-module structure on M. If M
 .  .is a q b -complete then one deduces with 3.3 that it is a-complete, and
 .by symmetry it is b-complete as well. This shows 3.5 .
 .Proof of 3.1 . Take c to be the sum of all A-ideals a for which M is
 .a-complete. It follows from 3.5 that c has the stated property, since A is
 .noetherian and M is 0 -complete.
 .  . kProof of 1.2 . To see 1 , note that for any k G 1 completeness at a is
 .  .  .the same as completeness at a. For a ; cr A we see from 3.2 and 3.4
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that Ara is a b-complete A-module if and only if A is b-complete, and
 .  .  .  .this implies property 2 of 1.2 . To see 3 , one infers from 3.2 that Ara
 .  .is a cr A -complete A-module for all A-ideals a , so that cr Ara >
  . .  .cr A q a ra. This shows 1.2 .
 .  . w3.6 Remark. The ideal cr A also occurs in Brewer 2, Theorems 50
x  .and 59 . He writes I A for the set of elements x in A for which there isc
ww xxan A-algebra homomorphism A X ª A sending X to x. Let us show
 .  .that I A s cr A for noetherian A. Suppose that an A-algebra ho-c
ww xx  . ww xxmomorphism A X ª A sends X to x. Applying 3.2 to the A X -
ww xx  .modules M s A X and M0 s A, with a s X , we see that A is
 .  .  .  .  .x -complete, so x ; cr A . Conversely, if x g cr A then A is x -
w xcomplete. Completing the A-algebra homomorphism A X ª A that maps
 . ww xxX to x at the ideal X one then gets a map A X ª A sending X to x,
 .so that x g I A .c
 .3.7 PROPOSITION. Let A be a noetherian ring and let B be a finite
 . ’A-algebra that is projecti¨ e as an A-module. Then we ha¨e cr B s cr A B . .
The proof depends on a lemma. Let, as before, M be a finitely
generated A-module, and let b be an A-endomorphism of M. We say that
M is b-complete if the natural map M ª lim MrbnM is an isomorphism;
¤
 . w xor, equivalently, if it is X -complete as an A X -module, with X acting as
b.
 .  .3.8 LEMMA. Suppose that cr A s 0 and that M can be embedded in a
free A-module. If b is an A-endomorphism of M, then M is b-complete if and
only if bn s 0 for some n G 0.
Proof. The ``if'' part is clear. For the ``only if'' part, we first show that if
 .  .M is a -complete, with a g A, then aM s 0. Suppose that M is a -com-
 .plete, and let f : M ª A be any A-linear map. Then the A-ideal I s f M
 .  .is a -complete by 3.2 , so ArI and I are both aI-complete. Hence by
 .  .3.2 the ring A is aI-complete, and therefore aI ; cr A s 0. Embedding
M in a free A-module, we see that for any m g M all coordinates of am
are zero. Therefore aM s 0, as required.
Now assume that M is b-complete. Since M is finitely generated over
A, the endomorphism b satisfies a relation of the form bn q a bny11
q ??? qa s 0, with a , . . . , a g A. We prove by induction on n that wen 1 n
then have bn s 0. For n s 0 this is clear. Next let n ) 0, and put
c s bny1 q a bny2 q ??? qa . Then cb q a s 0, so M is cb q a -1 ny1 n n
 . complete. Since by hypothesis it is b-complete, we see from 3.5 applied
w x .with A X as the base ring that it is a -complete. By what we have justn
proved, this implies that a M s 0. Therefore cb annihilates M, andn
c annihilates bM. Hence the restriction of b to bM satisfies a
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monic equation of degree n y 1. Since bM can be embedded in a free A-
module, the induction hypothesis implies that bny1 annihilates bM, so
nb M s 0.
 .The condition on M in 3.8 is equivalent to the condition that the
canonical map M ª M ²² be injective.
 .  .Proof of 3.7 . First assume that cr A s 0. Since B is projective, it is a
 .direct summand of a free A-module. An element b g B belongs to cr B
if and only if B is complete with respect to the A-endomorphism x ¬ bx.
 .  .By 3.8 , this occurs if and only if b is nilpotent. Hence cr B s
’ ’0 s cr A B , as required. .  .
 .  .  .In general we pass to the ring A9 s Arcr A , which by 2 of 1.2
 .satisfies cr A9 s 0. By the case just treated, the A9-algebra B9 s B mA
 .  .  .  .’A9 s Brcr A B has cr B9 s 0 . Also, 3.2 implies that B is cr A - .
 .  .  .  .complete as an A-module, so cr A B ; cr B , and 3 of 1.2 gives
 .  .  .  .  . ’cr B9 s cr B rcr A B. Thus we have cr B rcr A B s 0 , as re- .
quired.
The proposition may break down for general finite algebras, even when
they are assumed to be faithful and connected. This is shown by the
w xfollowing example. Take A s Z X , where p is a prime number and Zp p
 .  .denotes the ring of p-adic integers, and put B s f , x g A = Z : f 0 'p
4x mod pZ . Let the A-algebra structure map A ª B be given by f ¬p
  ..  .  4  .f , f 0 . Then B is reduced and cr B s 0 = pZ , while cr A s 0.p
4. POWER SERIES COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS
 . w xIn this section we show 1.3 . Let R s A X , . . . , X and let a be the1 n
Ã . ww xxR-ideal X , . . . , X . Then the a-completion R is the ring A X , . . . , X .1 n 1 n
 .We first prove ``if.'' Suppose that B s Rr f , . . . , f is a finite A-alge-1 n
 .  .bra. Denote the image of X in B by a . Assuming 2 of 1.3 we performi i ’a translation of the X by elements of A so that a g cr A B . Any .i i
 .  .  .  .finitely generated A-module is cr A -complete by 3.2 , so cr B > cr A B.
 .  .Since cr B is a radical ideal we see that a g cr B and that B isi
 .complete at a , . . . , a . Now consider the exact sequence of R-modules1 n
 .fin 6 6 6R R B 0.
Since R is noetherian, completion at a preserves exactness. But B is
Ã  .  .a-complete, so B s Rr f , . . . , f . This proves the ``if'' part of 1.3 . Note1 n
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 .that we showed that a complete intersection satisfying condition 2 can be
written as a power series complete intersection with the same number of
generators.
ÃWe now show ``only if.'' Suppose that f , . . . , f g R are such that1 n
Ã  .B s Rr f , . . . , f is a finite A-algebra. We know that R is noetherian1 n
 .and that B is finitely generated over R, so it follows from 3.3 that B is
an a-complete R-module. By exactness of completion, the cokernel of the
 .natural map p : R ª B has trivial a-completion. But by 3.2 this cokernel
is also complete, so that p is surjective. Put J s Ker p . The a-completion
Ã Ã  .J of J is the R-ideal f , . . . , f , so Jra J can be generated as an1 n
ÃA-module by the images of n elements g , . . . , g g J. Since a R lies in the1 n
Ã Ã .Jacobson radical of R, Nakayama's lemma implies that g , . . . , g R s1 n
w
 .  .f , . . . , f . Let D s Rr g , . . . , g . Completing the canonical map D ª1 n 1 n
Ã B at a we get an isomorphism D ª B, so the D-ideal H s Jr g , . . . ,1
Ã 2.  .g s Ker w satisfies H s 0. We now have HrH s H m DrH s Hn D
Ã Ã 2 w xm D s H s 0, so H s H . By the ``determinant trick'' 1, 2.5 this impliesD
 . 2that 1 y e H s 0 for some e g H, so H s eD and e s e. But then
w x  . .D X r 1 y e X y e ( DrH s B, so by lifting e to an element e g RÄ
w x  .  .we have B s A X , . . . , X r g , . . . , g , where g s 1 y e XÄ1 nq1 1 nq1 nq1 nq1
 .  .y e. This proves statement 1 of 1.3 .Ä
ÃChoosing g g f q a J, for 1 F i F n, one sees that the image of thei i
 .  .  .n q 1 = n q 1 -determinant det ­ g r­ X in B lies in 1 q a B timesi j
 .the image of the n = n-determinant det ­ f r­ X in B. Since 1 q a Bi j
consists of units in B, this shows our claim in the introduction that the
 .polynomial ring in 1.1 can be replaced by the power series ring if A is
noetherian.
 .  .It remains to show that statement 2 of 1.3 holds. We know that B is
 .a-complete, so the images of the X in B lie in cr B . This implies that thei
 .structure homomorphism A ª Brcr B is surjective. We already know
 .that B is a complete intersection over A, so by 1.1 we see that B is
 .  .  .projective as an A-module. Statement 2 of 1.3 now follows from 3.7 .
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